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An advanced set of scaling laws for Hall e¨ect thrusters running with
Xenon as propellant is established on the basis of the existence of an
optimum atom number density that warrants a high e©ciency thruster
operation. A set of general relationships between macroscopic quantities,
like thrust and input power, dimensions, including the channel length,
the channel width and the channel mean diameter, and magnetic ¦eld
strength are inferred from the main physical processes at work in a Hall
thruster discharge. The ¤atom density constraint¥ of which the nature
is here critically interpreted allows simplifying those relationships as it
leads to a linear dependency between the channel length and mean diameter. Scaling laws which represent an essential tool for sizing up and
down Hall thrusters are eventually obtained after proportionnality coe©cients are determined. This last step is realized by means of a vast
database that presently encompasses 33 single-stage Hall thrusters. In
order to illustrate the usefulness of this new set of scaling laws, two
practical applications are given and discussed. The scaling laws are ¦rst
employed to calculate the dimensions and the operating parameters for
a 20-kilowatt Hall thruster capable of producing 1 N of thrust. Such
an electrical engine would permit orbit transfer of large communication
satellites. Finally, the geometry of a Hall thruster is determined for
tolerating 100 kW, an interesting power level for interplanetary trips.
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proportionality coe©cient for L: ratio between free
ionization mean path and channel length
mean, external, internal channel diameters
channel width
discharge current
speci¦c impulse
Boltzmann constant
channel length
propellant atom mass, ion mass
propellant mass §ow rate through the anode, ion
mass §ow rate
atom number density
input power
electron and ion Larmor radius
thrust
electron temperature
maximum, external, internal wall temperature
discharge voltage
thermal velocity of atoms, electrons, ions
propellant conversion e©ciency
thrust e©ciency
ionization mean free path
electron gyrofrequency
electron atom collision frequency
cross section for ionization and electron atom momentum exchange
gyroperiod
electron atom collision time

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that chemical systems store their energy in the propellant. They
are said to be ¤energy limited¥ as the chemical reactants have a ¦xed amount
of energy per unit mass which limits the achievable exhaust velocity or speci¦c
impulse. In contrast, the rate at which energy can be supplied to the propellant
is independent of the mass of propellant; so, very high power and thrust levels
can be achieved. Electric propulsion systems are not energy limited. Neglecting
component lifetime considerations, an arbitrarily large amount of energy can be
delivered from solar arrays or a nuclear battery to a given mass of propellant so
that the speci¦c impulse can be much larger than that available from a chemical
engine. Therefore, electric thrusters o¨er an attractive way to save propellant
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mass thanks to a much faster propellant ejection speed. Electric propulsion systems are termed ¤power limited¥ because the rate at which energy from the
external source is supplied to the propellant is limited by the mass available
for the power system. This has the result of limiting the thrust of the electric
propulsion system for a given spacecraft mass. As a consequence electric propulsion devices tend to be low thrust-to-mass ratio ¡ therefore, low acceleration ¡
devices. Although electric thrusters have low thrust-to-mass ratios, they can
have a larger amount of total impulse in comparison with chemical rocket jets.
The total impulse corresponds to the product of speci¦c impulse and propellant
mass, i. e., the total change of momentum. So, even though a chemical engine
o¨ers a high thrust-to-mass ratio, the propellant is expended in a short time at
low speci¦c impulse. On the contrary, a low thrust-to-mass ratio electric thruster
can be operated for periods ranging from hours to years and build up a larger
total impulse.
There are three di¨erent types of electric propulsion systems, categorized
according to the method used to accelerate the propellant, as electrothermal,
electrostatic, and electromagnetic. Electrothermal propulsion systems accelerate
the propellant using heating. There are di¨erent subtypes: resistojets, arcjets,
and inductively or radiatively heated systems. Electromagnetic propulsion uses
orthogonal electric and magnetic ¦elds to apply a Lorentz body force to ionized propellant atoms that are subsequently accelerated out of the crossed-¦eld
region. Electromagnetic propulsion techniques currently in use or being investigated include pulsed plasma thrusters and magnetplasmadynamic thrusters.
Electrostatic propulsion systems accelerate the ionized propellant by means of
an electric ¦eld. The main techniques are ¦eld e¨ect electrostatic propulsion,
colloidal thrusters, and gridded ion accelerators. Hall e¨ect thrusters (HET)
have been classed as both electrostatic and electromagnetic propulsion systems.
An electrostatic ¦eld accelerates the ions in the propellant stream but that ¦eld
is, to a large extent, produced by the actions of plasma electrons interacting with
a magnetic ¦eld, giving both classes a claim to the technique.
Hall e¨ect thrusters, also called stationary plasma thrusters or closed electron
drift thrusters, are currently recognized as an attractive propulsion means for
long duration missions and for maneuvers that require a large velocity increment.
They are advanced propulsion devices that use an electric discharge with magnetized electrons to ionize and accelerate a propellant gas [1, 3, 2]. Due to interesting features in terms of propellant ejection speed, e©ciency, thrust-to-power
ratio and lifetime, HET are now employed for missions like geosynchronous communication satellite orbit correction and station keeping. Moreover, HET appear
as good candidates to be used as primary propulsion engine for space probes during interplanetary journeys as demonstrated by the successful SMART-1 Moon
§yby solar-powered mission of the European Space Agency [4].
In a Hall thruster, acceleration of heavy atomic ions to high velocity occurs
within the core of the plasma where ions are produced, which implies the use
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of a magnetized plasma able to sustain
internal
electric
¦elds.
A schematic of a HET is depicted
in Fig. 1. The basic physics of a
HET, therefore, consists of a magnetic barrier in a low pressure direct current (DC) discharge generated between an external hollow
cathode and an anode. The anode,
which also serves as gas injector, is
located at the upstream end of a
coaxial annular dielectric channel
that con¦nes the discharge. Xenon
is generally used as propellant gas
for its speci¦c properties in terms of
atomic mass and low ionization energy.
A set of solenoids provides a radially directed magnetic ¦eld B of
which the strength is maximum in
Figure 1 Schematic of a Hall thruster. The
the vicinity of the channel exhaust.
three characteristic dimensions L, h and d are
The magnetic ¦eld is chosen strong
also shown
enough to make the electron Larmor radius much smaller than the discharge chamber length, but weak enough
not to a¨ect ion trajectories. The electric potential drop is mostly concentrated
in the ¦nal section of the channel owing to the low electron axial mobility in
this restricted area. The corresponding induced local axial electric ¦eld E has
two main e¨ects. First, it drives a high electron azimuthal drift ¡ the Hall current ¡ that is responsible for the e©cient ionization of the supplied gas. Second,
it accelerates ions out of the channel, which generates thrust. The ion beam is
neutralized by a fraction of electrons emitted from the hollow cathode. When
operating near 1.5 kW, a HET ejects ions at 20 km/s and generates 100 mN of
thrust with an overall e©ciency of about 50%.
New ¦elds of application are nowadays envisaged for electric propulsion systems that require low and high power devices. Low power Hall thrusters
(∼ 100 W) are well suited for drag compensation of observation satellites that
operate on a low-altitude orbit in the Earth atmosphere as well as for orbit
correction and orbit transfer of small platforms. The use of high power Hall
thrusters (∼ 5 kW) for orbit raising and orbit topping maneuvers of communication satellites would o¨er signi¦cant bene¦ts in terms of launch mass, payload
mass, and operational life. In addition, orbit transfer of large platforms and
journeys to far-o¨ planets and asteroids with large and heavy robotic probes necessitates to build thrusters with an input power in the range of 10 100 kW. In
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view of project demand, it appears necessary to expand the operating envelope
of existing HET technology to achieve the required performance level. A nontrivial question then arises: How to extrapolate the design and architecture of
currently existing Hall thrusters towards di¨erent scales and di¨erent operating
conditions? In other words: What are the elementary scaling laws that connect
HET characteristic dimensions with operating parameters like discharge voltage,
propellant mass §ow rate, and magnetic ¦eld strength and with performances in
terms of thrust, speci¦c impulse, and overall e©ciency?
Scaling laws that govern the physical properties, the acceleration ability, as
well as the propellant and energy consumption of Hall thrusters have been extensively investigated by numerous authors since the period of development of Hall
thrusters in the 1970s [1, 5 7]. In spite of many years of research on this subject,
the assessment of scaling laws is still a topic of great interest, with debates and
controversies as various methodologies and results exist. A critical review on
scaling laws and sizing methodologies developed over the past decade was made
in a previous article [8]. Presented in the same contribution was an innovative
method to extrapolate the Hall thruster geometry towards both low and high
power ranges that avoids the utilization of elaborate computer simulation tools.
The method is based on the combination of a set of scaling laws with a vast
body of existing data. It considers the three characteristic thruster dimensions,
i. e., the channel length, the channel width and the channel mean diameter as
well as the magnetic ¦eld strength. Analytical scaling laws are built from the
physical principles that govern the properties of a Hall thruster discharge. To
obtain simple relations between quantities of interest, a list of simplifying but
reasonable assumptions is necessary. Among others, it was assumed that quantities are steady and homogenous in the plasma, the applied potential energy is
fully converted into axial kinetic energy, and all xenon ions are singly-charged.
Experimental data about Hall thrusters operating with xenon were subsequently
employed to accurately assess proportionality coe©cients appearing in scaling
laws. Besides, a thermal constraint on the channel walls was introduced to
narrow down the range of possible values for thruster dimensions. Finally, the
authors£ sizing methodology was applied for the design of 20- and 25-kilowatt
Hall thrusters, which are well-suited electric engines for orbit transfer of geosynchronous platforms as well as for interplanetary robotic space probes.
The objective of next works, of which the content is summarized in this paper, was to re¦ne the set of scaling laws. The approach was twofold, namely:
to better account for the propellant atom density constraint, which was brie§y
highlighted in the authors£ preceding study, and to enlarge the database including new thruster performance data, especially for input power above 5 kW. A
detailed investigation of the authors£ experimental data revealed the existence
of an optimum atom density inside the channel that warrants high e©ciency
thruster operation. This ¤density constraint¥ has an immediate consequence for
the thruster dimensions. The authors indeed demonstrated the ¤constraint¥ im605
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plies a mere linear relationship between the channel width and the channel mean
diameter, which automatically simpli¦es the previously established scaling laws.
In addition, proportionality coe©cients that appear in the new set of scaling
laws were determined by means of a database that comprises now 33 singlestage HET, instead of 23 previously. With simpli¦ed scaling laws and a greater
number of performance data, the sizing procedure becomes with no doubt more
accurate.
In the last section of this paper, the new scaling laws are employed to calculate
the geometry and the magnetic ¦eld strength of a 20-kilowatt Hall thruster able
to deliver a thrust of 1 N. Results are then compared with the ones obtained
with former laws. Furthermore, sizes for a 100-kilowatt-class Hall thruster that
could ¦nd applications for cargo missions and for exploration missions to far-o¨
planets are speci¦ed.

2

THEORETICAL APPROACH

A necessary ¦rst step in order to determine scaling laws for HET does consist in
¦nding some critical parameters as well as in de¦ning the similarity criteria based
on the current knowledge and understanding of the physics of Hall thrusters.
The geometry of a HET is de¦ned by three characteristic dimensions: discharge
channel length L, mean diameter d = (dext + dint )/2, and channel width h, as
well as by a set of operating parameters such as the magnetic ¦eld strength B,
the discharge voltage Ud , and the propellant mass §ow rate m.
‘
To simplify the assessment of scaling laws, the following assumptions have
been made throughout the entire paper:
all quantities are steady in time and uniform in space;
the electron temperature is unchanging whatever the operating conditions;
the propellant gas has a uniform and ¦xed temperature all over the channel;
hence, a constant propellant velocity;
the potential energy is fully converted into kinetic energy and all ions
experience the whole potential drop, of which the magnitude is Ud ;
plasma wall interactions are taken into account through heat load to the
channel walls;
the magnetic ¦eld highest magnitude is solely considered;
electron transport across the magnetic barrier is considered as classical: no
anomalous transport is accounted for within the region of strong magnetic
¦eld [9];
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there are no multiply-charged ions in the plasma [10]; and
a parallel monokinetic ion beam is produced, i. e., the plasma jet divergence
is null.
To ensure a su©cient ionization of the gas, the ionization mean free path λi
must be much smaller than the channel length L. This is the so called Melikov
Morozov criterion:
vn
L
(1)
λi =
nn σi ve
where vn is the thermal velocity of the atoms; nn is the atom number density;
σi is the ionization cross section; and ve is the thermal velocity of the electrons.
The electrons must be e©ciently trapped by the magnetic ¦eld at the channel exhaust in order to ensure a good ionization and a strong electric ¦eld for
acceleration of the ions. On the other hand, the ions should not be a¨ected by
the magnetic ¦eld. This leads to the following relations:
me ve
mi vi
 L ; rLi =
 L;
eB
eB
νce
eB
=
=
1
νen
me nn σen ve

rLe =

(2)

τen
τce

(3)

where rL is the Larmor radius; τen is the electron atom collision time; τce is
the gyroperiod of the electrons; and σen is the electron atom momentum exchange cross section.
Combining relations (1) (3) and using previously cited assumptions as well
as usual de¦nitions for thrust and Isp , one ¦nds:

(4)
T ∝ αm
‘ Ud ;
1
T ∝α
Ud hd ,
L

Isp ∝ α Ud , L ∝ λi ;
B ∝

1
hd

and B ∝

1
.
l

A detailed description of the derivation of these equations is given in previous
article [8]. The proportionality coe©cients C can be determined using a vast
database, as explained further in the paper.

3

DATABASE

A thorough open literature search using a wide range of resources combined
with data-gathering performed within the French research program on electric
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propulsion allowed the development of a large database on HET performances.
The database contains information about thruster geometry as well as performances, notably the thrust T , the speci¦c impulse Isp , and the e©ciency η for a
series of 33 di¨erent single-stage Hall thrusters. Moreover, the database includes
information about the magnetic ¦eld strength B, the discharge channel wall materials, and the propellant gas. The entire database covers a vast range of input
power that stretches from 10 W up to 50 kW, and a large collection of data
points in terms of applied discharge voltage and gas mass §ow rate. A broad
range of thrust level is certainly covered, going from 0.4 mN with a micro-Hall
thruster up to 2.95 N, delivered by the high-power thruster developed at NASA.
A part of the collected data in terms of thrust level is displayed in Fig. 2. For
all thrusters, channel walls are made of BN-SiO2 and the propellant gas is xenon.
The thrusters used to construct the ¦gure are the following: a 4 mm in diameter micro-Hall thruster operating at 10 40 W [11], a laboratory model of the

Figure 2 Thrust as a function of the discharge voltage for seven di¨erent thrusters:
1 ¡ microthruster (0.2 mg/s); 2 ¡ SPT20 (0.472 mg/s); 3 ¡ SPT50 (1.0 mg/s); 4 ¡
PPS 1350 (3.5 mg/s); 5 ¡ PPS X000 (5 mg/s); 6 ¡ T220 (19.4 mg/s); and 7 ¡
NASA-457M (35.2 mg/s)
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low-power SPT20 thruster [12], a
SPT50 thruster manufactured by
the Kurchatov Institute [12], the
1.5-kilowatt-class PPS 1350 HET
developed and manufactured by
SNECMA [13], the 5-kilowatt-class
PPS X000 which is a laboratory
version of the PPS 5000 technology
demonstrator
developed
by
SNECMA [13], the 10-kilowatt T220
designed and built by TWR and
Space Power Inc. [14], as well as
Propellant conversion e©the 50-kilowatt-class NASA-457M Figure 3
ciency α as a function of discharge voltthruster [15].
age for three types of Hall thrusters: 1 ¡
The propellant conversion e©- SPT20; 2 ¡ PPS1350; and 3 ¡ PPSX000;
ciency α is the ratio of the ion mass and 4 corresponds to values obtained for the
§ow rate to the propellant mass §ow PPS X000 thruster when the ion velocity is
rate. Therefore, α is not constant recorded by means of a RPA (Retarding Pobut a function of the discharge volt- tential Analyzer)
age and the mass §ow rate. The
value of α can be determined using the database. Figure 3 shows the calculated
values of α for three di¨erent thrusters as a function of the applied voltage Ud
when only Xe+ ions are taken into account.
This ¦gure indicates that α depends both on the thruster size and on the
value of Ud . For an applied voltage above 300 V, the quantity α is commonly in
the range of 0.8 0.9 and thus close to the value of 0.9 given in the literature.

4

SCALING LAWS

It was shown in a previous paper that there is an optimum atomic number
density nn in order to keep the physical processes at work in a Hall thrusters
unchanged, to warrant a high e©ciency and to limit the thermal load as well
as the wall wear [8]. Using the database a value, which turns out to guarantee
a satisfying operation, is: nn = 1.2 · 1019 m−3 . This is also the value that is
commonly found in literature [3]. When nn < nn,c , the collision events between
atoms and electrons are too scarce to maintain a high ionization level. The ionization mean free path is equal 0.4 mm for nn = nn,c (with Tn = 800 K and
Te = 20 eV), much below the channel length and width. For nn = 1018 m−3 ,
one ¦nds λi = 5 mm. The mean free path is then obviously too long. When
nn > nn,c , the electron magnetic containment is weaken due to the high electron
atom collision frequency inside the channel. As the transverse electron di¨usion
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increases, the electric ¦eld extends and diminishes in strength, the overlap between the ionization and acceleration layers stretches out and the electron back
stream through the channel outlet rises. As a consequence, the thruster e©ciency drops. A basic calculation indicates that with nn ≈ 1020 m−3 , the ion
and electron current magnitudes are identical at the channel exhaust. Besides,
at high plasma density, ion losses to the channel walls become signi¦cant.
The existence of a critical atom number density nn,c leads to a surprising
result: the channel width h must be proportional to the channel mean diameter d.
This relation can be veri¦ed using the database. In Fig. 4, the channel width
is plotted as a function of the mean diameter for di¨erent thrusters covering a
broad power range. As can be seen, the two dimensions h and d are proportional;
this leads to the following equation:
h = Ch d .

(5)

Therefore, considering an optimum atomic number density nn,c , one can re¦ne
the scaling laws since only two dimensions remain:
P = Cp d2 Ud ;

T = CT d2 Ud ;

(6)
(7)

CB2
CB1
and B =
;
B=
hd
L
L = CL λi .

(8)
(9)

This set of relations can again be√veri¦ed using the database. Figure 5 shows
the thrust T as a function of d2 Ud for di¨erent thrusters. The dashed line

Figure 4 Channel width h as a function of the channel mean diameter d for
a series of HET. The two dimensions d
and h are proportional
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Figure 5

Thrust as a function of
d2 Ud 0.5 and the linear ¦t for di¨erent
Hall e¨ect thrusters (dashed line). For
each thruster, some thrust values are
chosen around the point of normal operation
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represents a linear ¦t through all data points. For each thruster, some values
of T are chosen around the point of normal operation.
One should keep in mind that Eqs. (6) and (7) are only valid when nn is considered to be constant and equal to the critical density nn,c . On the contrary, the
relations for the magnetic ¦eld strength given by Eq. (8) do not rely on a constant atom number density. As can be veri¦ed, when the atom density is ¦xed,
the magnetic ¦eld strength B does not depend anymore on the thruster channel dimensions d and h. It becomes merely a function of the channel length L.
This directly originates from the fact that the electron di¨usion perpendicular
to the magnetic barrier is assumed to result from electron atom collision events.
Indeed, no anomalous electron transport is considered in this work.

5

ASSESSMENT OF PROPORTIONALITY
COEFFICIENTS

In order to assess the required thruster dimensions by way of a sizing method
for a suitable input power or thrust level, it is necessary to know the proportionality coe©cients of the aforementioned equations. These coe©cients can be
determined either empirically, using the database, or analytically from the developed scaling laws, as explained in detail in previous paper [8].
The empirically determined proportionality coe©cients used for sizing a HET
are naturally not given in this contribution. The CP and CT coe©cients can
be derived from outcomes of this study. Yet, they are available in the article
previously published by Jankovsky and co-workers [16].

6
6.1

DESIGN OF TWO HIGH POWER HALL
THRUSTERS
20-kilowatt class Hall thruster

High-power HET in the range of 10 30 kW capable of delivering a thrust level
around 1 N with a speci¦c impulse of about 2500 s are thought to be used
as primary propulsion system for robotic space probes during interplanetary
journeys [17, 18, 19]. Such high-power Hall thrusters may also be of interest for
orbit transfer maneuvers of large satellites. Only a few high-power prototypes
have been developed in the world so far and a signi¦cant research e¨ort on this
speci¦c technology is now appearing within Europe. For this reason, the sizing
method based on authors£ widely applicable scaling laws in combination with the
large database is employed to design a 20-kilowatt-class thruster with a thrust
level of 1 N.
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The discharge voltage is ¦xed to Ud = 500 V in order to limit thermal load
and secondary electron emission by dielectric walls. Xenon is used as propellant
gas. The channel walls are assumed to be made of BN-SiO2 ceramics. The wall
losses are ¦xed to 4% of the applied power and the ionization e©ciency is ¦xed
to 0.9.
The scaling process that consists in determining the thruster dimensions L,
h, and d as well as the magnetic ¦eld strength B must be carried out step by
step:
1. The required mass §ow rate is determined by means of Eq. (4).
2. The diameter d is obtained using Eq. (7).
3. The discharge current is given by: Id = CI d 2 .
4. The electric power reads: P = Id Ud .
5. The h size is found using the relationship (5).
6. The channel length L is assessed using the Melikov Morozov criterion
(Eq. (9)).
7. The magnetic ¦eld strength is obtained from the relation: B = f (L).
8. At least, it should be veri¦ed that the number density nn is close to 1.2·1019.
To do so, the proper equation is the following:
m
‘ = nn mn vn πhd .
The atom thermal speed is given by:

8kB Twall
vn =
mn π
where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
The channel length is the dimension that is certainly the less accurate as the
proportionality coe©cient CL exhibits a large spread. As has been shown previously [8], the ratio between λi and L is not constant but can vary considerably
for di¨erent thruster geometries, gas mass §ow rates, and discharge voltages.
The channel length can, however, be determined using the Melikov Morozov
criterion using an averaged value for CL . The value of L can then be adjusted
using the thermal constraint.
For the thermal constraint, a maximum wall temperature Tmax is set in order to limit the thermal load on the channel walls. Knowing the thruster dimensions L, h, and d, the wall temperatures Text and Tint can be computed as
a function of the input power. The process of calculating the wall temperatures
612
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Table 1 Dimensions, parameters, and performances evaluated from scaling laws for
a 20-kilowatt Hall thruster delivering 1 N of thrust. The magnetic ¦eld strength B is
around 200 G
Dimensions
d = 270 mm
L = 70 mm

Parameters
Ud = 500 V
m
‘ = 41.5 mg/s
Id = 34.3 A

This work
Parameters
P = 17.2 kW
nn = 1.3 · 1019 m−3
Twall = 670 K

Performances
T =1N
Isp = 2456 s
η = 70%

Previous work [8]
Dimensions
d = 250 mm
L = 40 mm

Parameters
Ud = 500 V
m
‘ = 41.1 mg/s
Id = 33.7 A

Parameters
P = 16.8 kW
nn = 1.12 · 1019 m−3
Twall = 880 K

Performances
T =1N
Isp = 2760 s
η = 72%

can be iterative: in case that the wall temperature is above Tmax , the dimensions
must be changed until the thermal constraint is satis¦ed. This approach is described in detail in previous paper [8]. In this work, the maximum temperature
is set to Tmax = 900 K. Since the values of d and h given by the scaling laws are
quite reliable, it appears better to modify the channel length L rather than the
mean diameter d or the channel width h in case an iterative loop is necessary to
satisfy the thermal constraint.
The dimensions, parameters, and performances of a 20-kilowatt-class thruster
are given in Table 1. The external wall temperatures are Text = 640 K and the
internal wall temperature is Tint = 700 K. Since nn is close to nn,c , the value for
the magnetic ¦eld strength B is around 200 G. The results obtained using former
scaling laws [8] are also given in Table 1. As one can see, the dimensions are
di¨erent, especially the channel length L. On the contrary, the mass §ow rate
and performances are not much a¨ected. The size L was previously determined
from the thrust being, therefore, a function of the other dimensions. Here, L is
found from the Melikov Morozov criterion with a slope estimated on the basis
of the enlarged database.
6.2

100-kilowatt class Hall thruster

The scaling methodology previously described was also employed to determine
the channel sizes of a 100-kilowatt Hall thruster. Such a high-power thruster
could be used as propulsion device for cargo missions to the Moon or to Mars
and for exploration missions towards far-o¨ planets and asteroids [20, 21]. For
a discharge voltage Ud = 500 V, one ¦nds a mean diameter d of 600 mm. The
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thruster would then be capable of delivering a thrust of 5.8 N with a Xenon mass
§ow rate m
‘ = 242.2 mg/s (Id = 200 A and IHall ≈ 210 A for 150 G). Considering
the calculated mass §ow rate, 1 t of Xenon is then consumed within 1147 h that
means 47 days.
With such dimensions and power level, there are several constraints for
thruster building and operation. Technologically, building, and assembling ceramic rings may be di©cult. In like manner, the magnetic circuit architecture
must provide the required ¦eld over long distances. Heat evacuation as well as
Hall current induced magnetic ¦eld have to be studied. Besides, power generation is also a critical issue. In order to produce 100 kW, one needs either very
large solar panels or a nuclear battery onboard. Finally, another technical aspect
to take into account is the size and the pumping capacity of the vacuum chamber
for test campaigns and experimental investigations of such a large Hall thruster.

7

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND PROSPECTS

Starting from the existence of an optimum, or critical, atomic number density,
which guarantees a high e©ciency Hall thruster operation, it was possible to
greatly simplify scaling laws established in a preceding study from the main physical principles that govern the thruster discharge properties. Indeed, the density
constraint implies a mere linear relationship between the channel width h and
the channel mean diameter d. Moreover, the value of all proportionality coe©cients inherent to the authors£ scaling methodology was re¦ned as the number
of thrusters that compose the performance database was extended from 23 up
to 33. In order to illustrate the bene¦t of this work, the geometry and the magnetic ¦eld strength of a 20-kilowatt Hall thruster capable of delivering a thrust
of 1 N were calculated with both ¤old¥ and ¤new¥ set of scaling laws. The ¦eld
magnitude is not much a¨ected in contrast with the channel length L of which
the value is modi¦ed and the error bar reduced. Performance and discharge
parameters, however, stay roughly unchanged.
In the near future, the research on Hall thruster scaling laws could be orientated towards two directions. First, it is of interest to investigate the in§uence
of simplifying assumptions upon outcomes of the sizing method by comparing
an approach with weak assumptions to an approach with strong assumptions.
For the weak assumption case, the electron temperature and the fraction of
multiply-charged ions could be taken into account. Voltage losses and ion beam
divergence could also be included. Second, the impact of the propellant choice on
the thruster design is certainly worth studying. As xenon is rare and expensive,
other atomic gases like krypton and argon could be used as alternative. Yet,
to the best of authors£ knowledge, the nature of the propellant has never been
directly considered in any sizing method.
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